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home at last, to laugh at my adventure, and put off my fine
dothes and go to bed.
I was walking one morning in a part of London known
as the Tarrot Market,' where I noticed a young and par-
ticularly handsome bird. I bought it, cage and all, for ten
guineas. I had it placed near my bed, and as I wanted it to
say something striking, I repeated to it a hundred times a
day, 'Miss Charpillon is more infamous than her motherP
I had no other object but my own amusement, and in
fifteen days the little beast repeated this sentence with the
most ridiculous precision, adding a screech of laughter on
its own account. Goudar, delighted, said that if I sent it
down to the exchange, I could surely sell it for a hundred
guineas. It struck me that this would be a noble revenge on
the wretch who had so shamefully misused me. I confided
the bird to Jarbe; he was a nigger, and it was natural he
should deal in such wares. For the first two or three days my
parrot's cry was not taken any notice of, as it spoke in
French, but once it had attracted the attention of some one
understanding both language and allusion, the indiscreet
fowl drew a large audience, and men began to bid for it.
Fifty guineas seemed a high price, and my nigger wanted
me to sell it for less, but I would not.
I nearly died with laughter when Goudar told me of the
effect produced by the parrot in the Charpillon family. They
had recognised Jarbe; they knew who the bird belonged to,
and who had been its teacher. Charpillon, it seemed, thought
my revenge a very neat one, but the old women were furi-
ous. They had already consulted lawyers, who told them
that the law of libel could not be applied to a parrot, but I
could be made to pay dearly for the joke, if it could be
proved that the bird was my pupil. Goudar said I had better
not boast of my achievement, as two witnesses would be
enough to ruin me. The ease with which false witnesses can
be picked up in London is a sad and degrading fact. I have
myself seen a board hung outside a window, with the word
^Witness' on it, in capital letters, meaning that there was a

